500 WORD ESSAYS
Want to see a real ged ready example from someone who got a perfect score on the ged 500
word essays and stick around hi this is parker from test prep champions teaching you how to
pass the ged fast you can get spread of a click and subscribe down below and hitting that
notifications out so today i'm really really really excited because i'm sharing with you a ged
essay that got a perfect score and there's so much that you can learn here to boost your own
score so if you're going for that big perfect score in the ged essay then this is definitely the video
you don't want to miss know the prompt just to analyze the arguments presented in both the
press release and the letter to the editor and in your response develop an argument in which
you explain how one position is better supportive than the other and you're to incorporate
relevant and specific evidence from both sources into the arguments so this is a very typical
prompt and there's no need to read the press release in the letter to the editor to still get the
most out of this exercise here so this is how you want to do a five paragraph essay and this will
let you maximize your score on the writing section so you want to start off with an introductory
paragraph that you want to have three body paragraphs and a conclusion and then three to
seven sentences is what you want to aim for per paragraph and we're going to break these
down as we go throughout the example here so to write a winning first paragraph which is your
introduction you want to start off with a topic sentence that just tells the reader what the essay is
about you then want to acknowledge both of the positions so you could do out there aides
position an author b's position in one sentence or in two sentences i recommend two sentences
because i think that's easier but you can do it in one and that's perfectly valid so lastly and most
importantly though you want to have a thesis statement alright and that's a fancy way of saying
that you want to include your claim about which position is best supported okay so now let's look
at this perfect essay here and we're gonna go piece by piece so let's look at the perfect example
of a topic sentence so in the introductory paragraph the writer says both the press release and
the letter to the editor offer positions that are supported by both fact and opinion so this is a
great example of a topic sentence here just very clear into the point and nothing fancy but it
doesn't have to be it tells us what the topic is and so here are some topic sentence formulas that
you can use and one is just simply blank is a controversial issue so whatever the essay is about
if it's about the best age to give a teen a cell phone or whatever it happens to be about diamond
mining you can just say diamond mining is a controversial issue for example or you could say
there's much debate about the proper age to give key the cell phone or you could say author a
has a different viewpoint than author beyond blank and so that formula they basically use the
variation of that here in that perfect example at the topic sentence where they say but the press
release in the letter to the editor offer positions that are supported by both fact and opinion so
you can see there's a similarity there there to the topic sentence formula author a is a different
viewpoint than arthur b on blank so a little bit different but same idea alright so that would be the
topic sentence so now let's look at in their introduction how the perfect essay how the writer
talked about both authors position and author b's position so they say the press release seeks
to extort the new bill for expansion of highway 17 while the letter argues that the passing of the

bill could prove detrimental to the district so this is very very clear in the writer very very clearly
lays out both positions so that's what you want to do just spell out exactly what both positions
are so you want to understand the main idea of both passage and book passages and in your
introductory paragraph you want to just restate both of the main ideas here all right so the writer
is summarizing both viewpoints in one sentence and like i said you can do it in one sentence urn
to and this is a perfectly good way to do it right here so the only thing is that i would caution you
if you're not confident that you can use commas directly just put both as a separate sentence so
you could just say the press release seeks to extort the new bill for expansion of highway 17
period on the other hand comma the letter and you could do it that way all right but if you want
to do it in one sentence that's fine too okay so now it's look at the most important part which is
the thesis statement and again the thesis statement just says what the claim is about which
position is best supported so we've already seen here that there's two positions one is there's
two positions here right so the letters arguing that passing of the bill could be bad for the district
and the press release is basically saying that they seek to extort the new bill for expansion of
the highway here so we see that there's two sides to the story here which side is the author
gonna argue is better supported for the evidence so that's what the author states and the thesis
statement

